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INTRODUCTION
P2E
The invention of blockchain technology has changed personal and commercial processes in a variety of industries,
including gaming, nance, supply chain management, and asset management. The way the world invests in these
assets has been transformed as a direct result of blockchain technology, which has also led to the coming of
tokenization. A new token economy that has the potential to make the nancial world more e cient and fair by
dramatically lowering the friction associated in the production, purchase, sale, and use of digital assets.
A Non-Fungible Token, or NFT, is a tokenization of art, music, or digital treasures and collectibles. Without the
authorization or assistance of any centralized company, these assets can be created (minted), sold, or purchased on
an open market, and held and controlled by any individual user.
The beauty of blockchain games is the ability to acquire non-fungible tokens (NFTs) and cryptocurrency, which can
then be traded on a marketplace. Play-to-earn (P2E) NFT games are platforms that incorporate these features.
While Play-To-Earn games are not a new concept, they have been rapidly growing in popularity. The possible
earnings can de nitely raise a few eyebrows. As such, many users are also excited for highly anticipated games that
are expected to launch soon. Play To Earn games (P2E) are games that allow players to enjoy gameplay such as
challenges, battle simulators, tasks and more; after which they
receive rewards via in-game currency.
For example, Axie In nity players will earn SLP after they have completed their daily challenges. However, prices for
Axies have now skyrocketed and not everyone can a ord it or receive a scholarship.The Play-To-Earn movement is
certainly in full swing. Whilst NFTs are getting most of the attention currently, gaming is what drives blockchain
usage.
‘Mainstream Media has embraced the traction gained in the P2E & NFT space and NFT micro indicators point
towards the organic growth of the space. In addition, there have been indicators at a macro level that signal positive
patterns from a more general perspective. Having this type of news surrounding premier NFT projects like
CryptoPunks and BAYC bene ts the entire NFT space and the whole blockchain industry’ (ref:https://
dappradar.com/blog/dapp-industry-overview-august-2021)
‘August has become the best month for the NFT space. During this month, NFTs exploded, surpassing $5.29 billion
in total sales volume. Demand is clearly increasing in the NFT space along with the supply as new projects are
being consistently launched. Thus, we observe an expansion of the NFT space as a whole. Another important
indicator that supports the growth of the NFTs demand is the number of sales.
In August alone, a total of 5.6 million sales were registered representing an increase of 22%
from the numbers seen in July. Finally by considering the top 100 Ethereum collections within
the sector (by sales volume)
plus the NBA Top Shot collection we can estimate an NFT market cap of $14.27 billion. It is
important to put into perspective the magnitude of the NFT landscape as the growth is
expected to continue’
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(ref: https://dappradar.com/blog/dapp-industry-overview-august-2021)

GAME OVERVIEW
Funganomics Ultimate Showdown (FUS) is an NFT collection of characters speci cally designed
for players within our game. We have merged NFT conformity with branding, engagement and
imagination without losing Funganomics’ strategic imperatives as we see this having more
intrinsic value to our future visions and company development. All of our P2E games will be
designed to be integrated with our NFT marketplace platform Fungatopia®. This is also the
perfect place to market your NFT purchases should you wish to present them to the community
for resale at a later date.
FUS is an ERC721 NFT collection consisting of 10,000 unique characters. Combining unique traits to
each character. Some of the traits are for aesthetic purposes whereas some will be used within our
game such as weapons and clothing items as abilities. The exact details will follow in our game
document.
FUS is a web based game using the base
fundamentals of old arcade style game play with
modern advancements within the blockchain sector.
Merging these 2 key components enables us to build
out a reward based game. FUS will bring new levels
of thrills, fun and excitement to the P2E gaming world
with daily rewards for winning ghts. Team
engagement for large prizes through Monthly Clan
Leagues and exciting battle royals at timed intervals
to really heat things up.
Imagine if you will that there are just 3 hours left in the
Monthly Clan League. You are streaming live on
YouTube, your clan has level points with another clan.
It’s you and just one other player in a Battle Royale
with x3 clan points at stake - both with minimum
health - the pressure is on! You dodge a spinning
roundhouse kick and deliver a nal blow to win the
Battle Royale and $100,000 in FGS is awarded to
your clan!
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50% of transactional sales value will go towards
player prizes in daily rewards, Player Leagues and
Clan Leagues. This could lead to some extremely
exciting prizes for players, clans and clan owners.

Titus Bull
Year of Birth: 1985 (36) Hometown: Fungland
“ A hero is no braver than the guy next door…. But he’s braver for just a minute longer
(unless the ght is with his wife )” - Titus Bull, 2021
Titus Bull rst discovered his abilities as a young boy one evening in Fungland. Titus was never a fan
of vegetables and that evening on their 4th oor apartment while he jumped and stamped his feet in
protest for the rst time he rose again upright….. on the ground oor. As he looked back up through
the settling dust and layers of concrete oors above he saw his Mom in the distance peering down at
him in amazement through multiple holes. Titus smiled with wide eyes and an open jaw and said
“Cool”!
Today Titus is father of 2 and husband to Liberty - his childhood sweetheart. He maintains a full time
job as a software developer. Titus works from home which helps to keep his secret identity …
well….secret. His strength is superior to any known hero in Fungland as well as his moral stance on
justice being served. At 40 years of age Titus leads the Bull family in the battles against the
continuous threats that face them and the inhabitants of Fungland - even if the biggest threat to his
family is…. his ‘Dad jokes’!! Titus may love Liberty unconditionally but he has resigned to one
inalienable truth; marriage is like reading any ‘Terms of Use’ on the web…..eventually you just give up
and say…. “I Agree”. While Titus insists that marriage certi cates should be like driving licences and
come with an expiration date, Liberty insists that with his marriage skill-set he would then be
immediately disquali ed.
When his son Cassius once asked him what it’s like to be married he told him to go away…
and then asked him why he was ignoring him. Titus was content that he’d made his point.
Titus invariably gets in trouble for his Dad humour and to this day Liberty hasn’t forgiven him
for once posting an ad in the local ‘Personals' saying…’My wife and I have decided we don’t
want kids….If you’re interested, please contact us immediately to arrange dropping them o ’.
Despite their occasional di erences Titus says that he would rather pull the ring from a
grenade than the ring from his wife and the grenade option lets him keep the house. When
they do argue Titus always has uses words that start with “I’m sorry” and end with
“You’re right”. All that said…Titus often reminds Liberty who is in charge….
as he hands her a mirror.
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2000 characters available for minting

Liberty Bull
Year of Birth: 1986 (35) Hometown: Fungland
“There are two kinds of Heroes. One has to wear a cape and one doesn’t because it’s in the wash.
Unfortunately I have to be both (sometimes at the same time) - shout out to the
worlds Mom heroes!” - Liberty Bull, 2021
Liberty Bull graduated Summa Cum Laude from her college New Fungland
Tertiary having majored in DeFi studies. She is now a successful mum of 2
and wife to Titus. It can be lonely as a young lady having powers that she
can’t show the world so when Liberty saw a handsome young man dragging
a beached whale back into the ocean during his evening run…. she knew
she’d found her soulmate. Now what are the odds on that?!
A ectionately referred to by Titus as ‘Libby’ she is a loving mother and wife
whilst having perhaps the most important super power within the family
environment - patience and multitasking! Amongst her arsenal Liberty has
the power of ight, hypnotic persuasiveness (now if only the persuasive skill
would work on the kids) and is a combat weapons expert to boot.
All too often Liberty makes the real decisions for the team but has the power
to let Titus believe it’s one of his gifts. Liberty knows that - when struggling the best way to get Titus to do something is to suggest he’s too old to do it.
She is considering adding a family dog to the household…her rationale
being that after a year the dog will still be happy to see her and it’ll only take
a couple of months to train. One of Liberty's fond memories is when Titus
asked her to gave him some space….and she locked him outside. Liberty
knows that to know where Titus is every night…she’d need to be a widow
and she’s pretty sure that Cassius is convinced that Mom stands for Made
Of Money.
Liberty knows that on rare occasions silence is golden. Unless you have
kids…then it’s just plain suspicious!
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800 characters available for minting

Cassius Bull
Year of Birth: 2008 (13) Hometown: Fungland
“ One day I’ll be stronger than my Dad and smarter than my sister…one day I’ll be …my
Mom (chuckle)” - Cassius Bull, 2021
While sports and food are the passion for Cassius Bull he’s always keen to
keep a super ear open for those that may need the help of the BULL family.
One of Cassius’ greatest achievements was three days passing before his
sister realised he’d replaced her gold sh with carrots strips.
Cassius has a number of ingenious ways to feign being safely at home in his
room whilst actually being out protecting the city and its people from those
that would seek to bring them harm (usually after dinner). While his father is
his role model Cassius is a little overly con dent of his powers and this can
lead him into troubled times.
Thankfully Titus has several ingenious counter-measures to intercept
Cassius before or during his solo exploits and return him back home safely.
Just don’t tell Mom!!
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1800 characters available for minting

Rarity Bull
Year of Birth: 2008 (13) Hometown: Fungland
“The path a person choses makes the hero… not the powers
they’re born with” - Rarity Bull, 2021
Rarity has a studious ame in her heart and hands to
match! Rarity is a lone soul often choosing alone time over
time with friends that quite frankly…she cannot relate too.
Her gifts include her incredible intelligence, reasoning and
savvy. Somewhat typical as a teenager her nonchalant
‘eye-rolls’ & moody demeanour meets with discontent
from her twin brother as she seems to share in none of the
enthusiasm that her brother has for sports no matter how
much he pleads with her for her participation. Rarity will
pick up an iBook before reaching for a ball - every time.
She has her sights set on Applied Sciences for future
college years. Rarity comes to life however matching
Cassius’ enthusiasm when in combat and faced with the
chance to make a di erence by defeating a threat to her
family, Fungland or to mankind! Incidentally Rarity knows
that if she hears her mom laughing at her dad - they have
guests!
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800 characters available for minting

Killmen-Ra
Year of Birth: 2301 L.J Origin: Sekhet-Aaru
“My Dynasty remembers it’s dead more than its’ living. As you walk in the
underworld amongst the reeds of Duat I shall remember you too sons and
daughters of man” - Killmen-Ra

A direct descendent (son) of ‘Ra’; God of the Sun, Sky,
Earth & Underworld. Killmen-Ra grew jealous of the
worship his father received from mankind (created by
Ra’s tears and sweat) and of the Cow - the earthly
animal that was almost as beloved to his father as
mankind.
As an act of de ance Killmen-Ra hurled the sun across
the skies until it could no longer be seen and darkness
fell upon the land. Thus night was born. On the rst time
that night fell Killmen-Ra slaughtered hi
father in the darkness
Killmen-Ra took to slaughtering all things Bul
related including the cattle of Ra (mankind). To thi
day Killmen-Ra still actively seeks to destro
mankind and where the Bull species was dei e
under his fathers rule…the Bull is despised b
Killmen-Ra
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700 characters available for minting

Wendal
Pack: Nomic’s Origin: Simlog Mountains
“If I’m not hunting….I’m sleeping. And I don’t
sleep” - Wendal, 2021
Wendal is Alpha of the Slasher Pack - he wears the
trousers! With razor sharp teeth, slashing claws and
impeccable sense of smell he is motivated by nothing
more than meat and the hunt to satisfy his insatiable
hunger. He can smell a rarity a week away!
Ordinarily the pack are hidden away in
the mountainous regions of the Smilog
but recently they have been spotted
roaming closer towards the city area. It
seems that the wild bore and Game
that roam as fodder have depleted so
fresh Game is needed. Wendal has an
invariable habit of playing with his food
and his Play To Eat antics are both
noted and feared in the village. This is
one character you may not want to
drop into your village but when he does
its time to take cover and call out for
Bullish intervention!

1700 characters available for minting

Mortolo
Year of Birth: 15K Nebula Title: Doombot Origin: Effen G-21
“Humanity kills for pleasure, greed and power amongst your weak ine cient
species. I make only the binary calculated exterminations necessary to ensure
the survival of a more e cient life-form …yet you call me immoral and evil” Mortolo, the present
In comparison to other foes little is known
about this Ultra-Droid. What we do know is
that it hales from the Metaverse as a TAS
Warrior (Time and Space). Mortolo is
Commander of the Droid army Mazkov that is
scattered across the Metaverse to obtain
speci c specimens from this world and
others. Precious and rare metals seem to be
on its list of collectibles to develop their race
and tech.
Fiat currency itself is of no interest so clearly
holds no value to them. What we do know is
that the items the Droid collects seem to put
pressure upon our economy slowly depleting
our precious metal resources. Given that they
are devoid of emotion this is a particularly
cold, target driven and functional Ultra-Droid
species. Mortolos mission is to be completed
before its return or its demise.
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400 characters available for minting

Jack Rumbuckle
Year of Birth: 1775 Hometown: Ocracokie Island
Plot ye own course. Sail ye own ship. Find ye own treasure. For the water may be rough
but never calm seas a pirate made. Not all treasure sparkles” - Jack Rumbuckle, 1807
“

Jack Rumbuckle is said to be a descendent of Captain Blackbad himself. Because of this
heritage all troubles and violence of the worst kind found Jack and such was his temper that
death was swift to any man that dared cross him. Until one day he met his beloved
Chardonnay. Jack turned cheek on his woes for a calm life and for the love of his
Chardonnay and the date was set to be wed on water upon his small shing vessel. Jack
always felt home at sea. Following their unity they shared a cheerful dance to the Pochette
on the deck that sat calmly upon the open sea near a trade route. As they smiled and
danced merrily the music came to an abrupt silence and a huge shadow was cast over their
vessel that robbed them of the suns rays in an instant.
Jack and Chardonnay found themselves in the cross re between a Naval and a
Pirate Ship of ill intent as the Navy ship dismissed his calls to spare his love
and opened re upon their enemy.
When Jack awoke he was run aground and lay face down amongst the
wreckage on the sandy shore of Ocracokie Island. In near sight and draped
over small jagged rocks lay the lifeless body of his beloved Chardonnay. The
Naval vessel was now seen nowhere yonda but Jack was carried aboard the
damaged masterless ship of piracy and given Rum and cow meat as
sustenance. The bull made Jack vomit …but the Rum made him smile. Jack
found that day a ship that sailed a di erent path. A crew that recognised his
strength to lead and the comfort of becoming who he was born to be. True to
his blood-line Jack revels in the misery he can cause upon this unfair
world and anyone that represents this world’s so-called justice.
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1500 characters available for minting

FGS Engine (1/4)
FGS is cross-platform game development environment and run-time engine supporting
a wide range of platforms. It supports scripting in JavaScript, C#. It also supports a
Web-player for deployment on all the major web browsers.
Using FGS, we could further deploy FUS on mobile platforms, without sacri cing
the quality of our game for mobile platforms.

Gaming Engine Architecture Layers
GAME-SPECIFIC SUBSYSTEMS

Weapons

Traits

Game-Speci c Rendering:
Battle Arena Rendering

Player Mechanics:
Movements, Attack.

Game Cameras: Fixed Camera,
Scripted/Animated Cameras.

FRONT END

Full-Motion Video

In-Game Menus
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In-Game GUI - allowing the player to manipulate
character’s inventory, or perform other
Complex in-game tasks.

FGS Engine (2/4)
GAMEPLAY FOUNDATIONS
Event/Messaging System

Static World Elements

World Loading: to manage the le I/O
necessary to load game world chunks
and other needed assets from disk into memory and to manage the
allocation and deallocation of memory for these resources.

ONLINE MULTIPLAYER
Game State Replication

Object Authority Policy

Match-Making & Game Mgmt

AUDIO
Audio Playback

DSP/Effects

fi

Audio Management

FGS Engine (3/4)
LOW-LEVEL RENDERER
Primitive Submission

Text & Fonts
Viewports & Virtual Screens

Debug Drawing (Lines)

Collision & Physics – To ensure objects would not
interpenetrate, and interact with the virtual
world in reasonable way.

HUMAD INTERFACE DEVICES (HID)
Game-Speci c Interface

Physical Device I/O - the
keyboard and mouse.

PROFILLING & DEBUGGING

fi

Memory & Performance Stats

Recording & Playback

FGS Engine (4/4)
RESOURCES (Game Assets)
Game Maps (Arena)
Front Resource
Resource Manager - It provides a uni ed
interface for accessing any and all types of game
assets and other engine input data.

Physics Parameters

CORE SYSTEMS

Engine Con g.
Memory management

Module Start-Up & Shut-Down
Assertions: Lines of error- checking code
(inserted to catch logical mistakes and
violations of the program).

Pro ling / Stats Gathering
Data structures & algorithms

OS DRIVERS HARDWARE
Our backend is hosted on Amazon Web Services (AWS), are built using a serverless model with
AWS Lambda. This enables us to provide effectively unlimited scalability.

Database – DynamoDB or S3
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AWS monitoring - CloudWatch

Security services including Guard Duty, Detective and
Security Hub.

Gameplay
Funganomics Ultimate Showdown is a classic fighting game that requires
skill, tactics, wit and an unwavering desire to be the best. We have 8 individually
designed characters with different attributes, skills and abilities.

You will have all the normal moves within a traditional ghting game such as spinning, sliding and ying
kicks. Multiple punching combos, blocks and special weapon attacks (limited per battle). Each character
will di er in terms of speed, agility and health this will be released in our gaming document. No
characters will be OP at this point. Each character will have its own unique moves and gameplay.
You’ll need to be part a clan as well as playing for your own avatar stats and pride. You will play for Battle
Stars, XP, clan points and FUS rewards making for one of the most exciting blockchain based games to
date. The more you advance within the game the more clans will want you on board as your game
play will be valued by other clans.
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Battles Stars earned per win - Battle Stars earned by winning a battle, League Ranking and level of
health remaining at the end of the battle. Clan points earned per win - Based on league XP earned per
battle win or lose. Weekly Leagues and Clan Leagues are randomised on the rst day of gaming.

Earn as a Clan Owner
Earn residual income as a Clan Owner
Buying a Clan Token entitles you to create and gather players to be in your clan. Clan Owners earn
5% of the earnings from all of the ghters in the clan via daily and weekly battles.
Clan Owners also earn 40% prizes in monthly clan leagues. It's your job as a Clan Owner to pick
the best players and motivate them although the Weekly League prizes will give players lots of
added motivation. We see this as a player manager or manager style approach to FUS. Clan
Owners can choose to be ghters or managers of a clan this can be decided by clan owners.
You can designate Captains to have privileges that help you manage your clan. You can recruit and
remove ghters out of your clan as you please to make way for better players increasing your
chances of nishing higher in the leagues. Captains will get 5% of monthly clan rewards.
Our initial minting process will allow you to purchase a clan on its own or a clan plus 30 characters
giving you the option to run competitions or re sell to your community.
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There will be 500 clans with up to 30 players in each clan. Monthly Clan
Leagues; top 10 ranked clans per league win FGS prizes. We will add more clans in the future and
the clan player rewards will be reduced to 3%. Clans will have a Chat feature so you will be able to
discuss tactics, previous battles and upcoming events.

Earn while playing (1/2)

Air drops, access to
future games,
AR bonuses.

Earn while playing (2/2)

Air drops, access to
future games,
AR bonuses.

Battles
1 v 1 Battles
Standard battle style arcade style game pitting your skills against other opponents
at similar level Battle Star level or against computer generated players

2v2
Battles
Team up with clan mates and battle other clans in a 2v2 style game for XP, Battle
Stars and clan points.

4 v 4 Battles

Team up with clan mates and battle other clans in a 4v4 style game for Battle Stars
and clan points.

FUS Battle Royale

FUS Battle Royale will take place at random times throughout the month.
Announcements will happen 7 days before an event. Battle Royale will take place
between players from di erent clans. Our Battle Royale will give players the
opportunity to play for larger FGS prizes and x3 x5 x10 clan points adding some
real spice to the game at pivotal times within the Monthly Clan Leagues.
Players will still battle players of similar Battle Star rankings. We will ensure that
clan points are awarded based on Battle Star ranking so if you're a whiz at the
game in higher leagues you can make more impact to your clan points. All clan
members help towards the nal Clan League Standings at the end of the month.
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Battle Royale games will have a twist. Not all players from each clan will be called
up to play each Battle Royal game although an even amount of clan members will
be chosen at tiered league levels. This will add to the excitement of the game as
no one will know until 7 days before the battle. This will be your Call To Battle.

Weekly Player Leagues

Players participate in 1v1, 2v2 or 4v4 battles; this will go towards their Weekly League
Rankings AND your Clan Rankings. Each player will be awarded with Battle Stars for each
win; the more stars you win the higher the league ranking. At the end of each week the top
10 players in each league will win crypto rewards and progress to the next higher league
to battle for even bigger FGS prizes.
You will also lose Battle Stars for every loss making sure you're always playing players of
your standard and thus make the game fair for all players.
You will also gain clan points for each win so not only will you be working towards your
Weekly League standings you’ll also be helping your clan to win FGS prizes!
Players will be assigned to leagues; 5% of players will be promoted each week
and 5% will be relegated.
At the end of each week your Battle Stars will reset ready for the next week of play.

Weekly League Ranking

Clan Ranking

Player profile
Players will will have a Player History viewable to all other players through league
and pro le searches. You will be able to scout new players for your clan using
this feature with pre-built messages or simply request for the player to join.

Each player will build up a Game History featuring;

Player Name: Zeus27616
Number of matches played: 7628
Win % rate: 64%
Current league: Masters 2
XP Points: 78930
Rookie Divison 2: 2nd

Top Clan league placements and rankings:
Masters Division 2: 2nd
Elite Division 1: 5th
Pro Division 3: 7th
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FUS Battle Royale: 2 wins

Clan profile
Clan Name: TeamUSA234
Number of Players: 30
List of Clan players:
Rumbuckle 73838
Libby73738
Titus83838

Top 3 nishes:
Masters 2: 2nd
Masters 3: 6th
Elite Division 2: 8th
Clan XP: 676939
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FUS Battle Royale Wins: 673

Development Roadmap
Platform: Web
Milestone 1: Game mechanics complete (Object of the
Game, Objects & Paths, Game play elements) 01/02/22
Milestone 2: Wireframe prototyping (scale, physics, HUD & UI) 01/03/22
Milestone 3: Music & sound production (Emotional responses
that the sound should invoke in players) 01/04/22
Milestone 4: Asset Production & Animation (Character
art, battle arena, user friendly menus) 01/04/22
Milestone 5: Game engine and game server deployment
and nal development 01/04/22
Milestone 6: Playtesting (for bugs and gameplay aws) 01/04/22

Milestone 7: Bug Fixes 01/05/22
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Project Launch

Meet the team
Jeremy Roberts - CEO
Jeremy is the Founder and CEO of Funganomics. He is the
Blockchain visionary who conceptualised the company’s mission
and is spearheading development of its product portfolio. Jeremy’s
Crypto-evangelism fuels his obsession to assemble and lead a
world-class team in crafting new technology that is propelling the
Blockchain sector into the mainstream for the benefit of all humankind.
He has extensive professional experience in a wide variety of roles,
all of which have been geared towards delighting and empowering his
customers via technology enablement.

Len
LenMartin
Martin- -Investor/Advisor
CSO
Len
LenMartin
MartinisisFunganomics’
Funganomics’Chief
ChiefStrategy
StrategyOO cer.
cer.He
Heisis
responsible
responsiblefor
forstrategy
strategyformulation
formulationand
andmanagement,
management,overseeing
overseeing
strategic
strategicplanning
planningand
andleading
leadingstrategic
strategicinitiatives,
initiatives,including
includingM&A,
M&A,
transformation,
transformation,capital
capitalraises,
raises,partnerships
partnershipsand
andalliances.
alliances.Len
Lenisisaa
Blockchain
Blockchainenthusiast,
enthusiast,private
privateinvestor
investorand
andadvisor
advisorwith
withmore
more
than
25
years
of
experience
assisting
companies
in
corporate
than 25 years of experience assisting companies in corporate
development
development&&strategy,
strategy,technology,
technology,operations
operationsand
andsales.
sales.

Shane Price - Sales Director
Shane is the company’s Sales Director, accountable for propelling and
supporting the organic growth of Funganomics’ core business. His 20+
years of experience in sales and marketing is grounded by a successful
track record of consistently driving pro table revenue increases, yearover-year. Shane simultaneously demonstrates the unique ability to
function at an executive level, while maintaining a tenacity and zeal for
important details that ultimately bring about the closure of signi cant,
“win-win” deals on behalf of his company. He is also an Ethereum
enthusiast and self-proclaimed “gym rat”.

Ryan McLean - Head of Design
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Like William Shakespeare, there are some people who have an
incredible gift for writing. Others, such as Van Gogh, are remarkable
painters. Funganomics is fortunate indeed to have Ryan on our team,
an individual possessing a brilliant, innate talent and vision for creating
truly spectacular websites, user interfaces and other digital products.
He has worked side-by-side in partnership with our Founder for well
over a decade, and the projects Ryan is currently developing on behalf
of our Community members are one-of-a-kind and simply stunning...
just wait and see!

Since his early childhood, our Chief Technology O cer has been
completely obsessed with computers. As he progressed through
the years, Ravi became consumed with mastering a deep
understanding of various computing protocols and, speci cally,
how languages such as Solidity, Go, Node.JS and others could
construct complex and powerful software propelling businesses to
uncharted growth. Fast-forward to today’s current world of
Blockchain frameworks.

Rafael Requelme - Platform Director
Rafael has a wealth of experience speci cally within the NFT
space. A valued member of the team who will help guide us
through our company development and help with day to day
management of the project and partners

George Cox - CMO
An omnichannel marketing executive and strategist with a highly
successful track record of leading teams within traditional
multinational corporations, high-growth SMEs and start-ups. Both
well-connected and respected throughout the Blockchain
industry, George has extensive experience guiding Crypto-related
rms through all aspects of a project’s lifecycle – from igniting

Ivan Fields - Community Manager
Ivan is responsible for community management through our
social channels, assisting moderators and dealing with general
day to day community announcements and news. Ivan is also a
crypto investor who understands day trading and crypto cycles.

Richard Ellis - Social Media Advertising
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Whether it be YouTube, Twitter, Instagram, Meta or any other social
media platform, Richard is a battle-tested and proven digital
channel marketing "guru" in each and every one of these online
spaces. He has been a true pioneer in this eld for more than 15
years, planning and implementing wildly successful advertising
and awareness campaigns, one of which recently resulted in the
largest Crypto Token sale of 2021.
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Ravi Kumar - CTO

Brett Smith - CISO
Nothing is more important to Funganomics than both the security and
privacy of our valued customers’ information. These issues are
precisely what Brett solely focuses on each and every day. He is a
seasoned and gifted computer security and risk professional who
diligently implements a philosophy of prevention-over-detection. His
experience comprises networks, enterprise-wide systems, vulnerability
management, incident response and forensic analysis. We all sleep
soundly each night knowing Brett is on the job.

Leah Rogers - Videography
has a true passion for video production. Leah has worked
*Funganomics® areLeah
not
affiliated with any companies referred t
on many internet adverts, internet promotions and always likes
to keep herself
up to dateunless
with the latest
trends within
the
within this document
whatsoever
otherwise
stated
video production sector.

GENERAL INFO AND RENTALS
If the world of gaming isn't really for you or perhaps you just don’t have the available time within your
schedule but you can see the potential of Play2Earn gaming you can choose an alternative way to
generate revenue. You can do this by owning your own characters or clans as assets. You are then able
to rent out your character and make a residual income. You will have the ability to arrange a partnership
with another player and split a percentage of winnings. This is also a strategy for those that wish to
maximise their potential earnings via multiple avenues within the game.
There are two types of rental arrangements for the Funganomics® game; Fixed Rental and Share Rental.
Fixed Rental:
In the Fixed Rental scheme, an owner lists his player on the Fungatopia®NFT marketplace and charges a
fee for the renting; let’s say for example $1,000 of FGS for a xed period. After an agreement between
the owner and the rentee has been made, the owner will receive the entire $1,000 of FGS. During the
agreed period speci ed for the rent, the owner cannot cancel the agreement and withdraw his character
until the xed period is completed. Likewise, the rentee cannot return the character and request that his
payment (or a proportion) is returned.
Share Rental:
In this scenario, like a Fixed Rental arrangement, once an agreement has been established, the owner
receives the agreed price - say $500 of FGS. The di erence is that a rentee may choose to cancel this
agreement before the agreed time and request a 50-50% share from the owner.
There will be a 5% royalty associated with the sale of NFTs. 50% of the royalty will go towards player
prizes. Prizes will split into 35% for Weekly Leagues, 45% for Clan Leagues and 20% daily play rewards.
This will have a hierarchy based on the Weekly League and the Clan League levels to o er true
competition within the game. Daily battle earnings will be based on League Level and Clan League level.
New characters collections will be added in the future to the game whilst providing owner rewards to
existing holders: more players with di erent abilities and strengths. Initial purchasers of our rst collection
will be able to access new drops as well as new players looking to join.
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Before our game is launched there will be a 7 day practice environment where all players are going to be
able to get to grips with the attacks, defences, special attacks and weapons helping you know exactly
when to use them and what order works best for your individual style of play. You can chat in our Discord
with other players and build teams. We will have dedicated YouTube and Twitch channels that will allow
players to submit content showing game play and end game wins.

SUMMARY

FUS is a combat style game designed to be simple in terms of play yet also really
exciting due to Weekly Leagues, clan participation and daily rewards for play.
The player prizes have the potential to be huge.
If you're unable to match battles with players at anytime you will be able to play against a computer generated
player enabling you to build points for your clan and Weekly League standings.
You may want to play as much as possible helping your clan to win the league but in the interest of fairness
players will have di erent time frames available per month so limiting your volume of battles will ensure we have
a fair gameplay system for each clan. The key is to ensure you make the most of your every move because
every block and every attack matters….so make sure you're in the zone when playing! We want our game to be
a game of skill and not simply how many matches someone can play. FUS merges game play with a Play To
Earn model making the experience engaging, rewarding and fun for all players.
We will allocate 30 clans and 150 characters for marketing purposes. These will be randomised following
exactly the same process as minting from our platform.
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Creating 8 characters with unique traits that conform with traditional NFT collections whilst helping us transition
into the next phase of our project come with its challenges. Thank you for taking the time to read our WhitePaper. We will take community comments on board as we build out the project. We plan to make additions to
the White-Paper where necessary as the project develops.
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